VWRAP : Intro & Goals

Status and Open Issues
What is it? Who's it for?

- Describes a subset of virtual experiences this group is expecting to tackle.
- For technical non-specialists, it introduces one type of virtual world.
- For specialists, it describes characteristics of the problem and solution domains.
What's Left To Do?

- Request for more verbiage describing bounds of cross-cutting concerns.
  - e.g., verbiage like "i18n is addressed by requiring Unicode support," &c
- Request to add more verbiage describing deployment patterns.
  - e.g., Stand Alone, "Grid Mode," and Tourist model are in scope
  - There's a separate deployment patterns draft out there by Lavine
Ideas

- Should we add a description of how LLSD may be interpreted to reduce version skew? Should that go into the LLSD draft?
- Suppliment the security discussion in the draft with verbiage about the trust model?